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ABSTRACT
Several novel userspace network stacks have been proposed in recent research to overcome the limitations of the Linux network stack in providing high-performance I/O for Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). In this paper, we evaluate the performance of several state-of-the-art network stacks in the context of the VNFs of the 5G mobile packet core. The VNFs in the 5G core are several times more compute-intensive than the VNFs used to benchmark network stacks in prior work, given the need to perform user authentication and other such cryptographic operations. Our evaluation shows that while modern stacks outperform the Linux kernel stack over I/O intensive VNFs (as observed in prior work), the performance gap is not as wide in the case of CPU-intensive VNFs of the 5G core. We also find that the packet core VNFs can obtain up to 67% higher performance if the network stack could partition traffic to CPU cores at the granularity at which VNFs maintain state (mobile subscriber in this case), enabling a lockfree architecture within the VNF. The insights from our work can help us design a network stack that is better suited for compute-intensive VNFs such as those in the 5G core.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is a paradigm of building packet processing network functions as software entities running on commodity hardware, instead of as custom packet processing hardware. NFV promises to provide several benefits like lower cost of developing software (as compared to longer hardware development cycles) and the ability to scale to higher loads by scaling “horizontally” via spawning new software replicas (as opposed to scaling “vertically” by upgrading to more powerful hardware). Several Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) are widely available for enterprise networks today [7, 19, 20, 22, 40], to be deployed on baremetal or within virtual machines and containers within the cloud. The most interest for NFV has come from telecommunication networks, with network functions in the mobile packet core being standardized as VNFs in the upcoming 5G standards. The mobile packet core connects the radio access network (comprising mobile subscribers and base stations) to external networks. The control plane of the packet core consists of network functions that perform subscriber registration, authentication, session management, and other signaling procedures, while the data plane network functions forward user traffic. With high signaling traffic expected from IoT and other new applications [2, 13, 24, 28, 45], a mobile packet core with high control plane throughput and low latency is imperative for the success of 5G. While the previous generations of telecommunication networks built these network functions as custom hardware boxes, the softwareization of these network functions began in 4G (LTE) networks and has become the de facto way of architecting 5G networks [2].

Previous research has documented the limitations of the Linux kernel network stack in handling high-speed I/O that is required for NFV [46]. While there have been attempts to fix...
the packet processing subsystem in the Linux kernel over the years [25, 36, 41, 53], the more popular option has been to use kernel-bypass techniques like DPDK (Data Plane Development Kit [29]) and netmap [46] to process packets directly in userspace applications with low overhead. Some VNFs can just work off the raw packets delivered by the kernel bypass mechanisms, but other VNFs terminate transport layer endpoints (e.g., HTTP proxy server) and must perform TCP/IP network stack processing. Therefore, several userspace network stacks have been proposed to enable TCP/IP processing in userspace for applications that perform I/O using kernel bypass mechanisms [10, 12, 27, 31, 33, 34, 37, 39, 43]. Kernel bypass techniques, in combination with optimized userspace network stacks, have enabled VNFs to process network packets at line rate on high-speed network links, and have ameliorated the concern of whether software network functions can match the performance of their hardware counterparts.

In this paper, we investigate the question of which network stacks are suitable to deploy alongside the VNFs in the control plane of the mobile packet core. The question merits investigation because previous work on comparing the performance of various kernel and kernel bypass stacks has focused mostly on I/O-intensive network functions like load balancers, firewalls, or RPC servers. On the other hand, the control plane VNFs in the mobile packet core perform CPU-intensive tasks such as user authentication, and it is not clear if the conclusions arrived earlier hold for this very different workload as well. We used several standards-compliant network functions of the 5G packet core and evaluated their performance across several state-of-the-art network stacks, for a workload involving registering and authenticating mobile subscribers in the packet core. We found that the performance gap between the Linux network stack and the various userspace stacks was much narrower than that reported in prior work—the kernel stack has only 23% lower throughput than the best performing userspace stack, and even performed on par with some of them. We verified in our setup that kernel bypass stacks continued to outperform the Linux network stack by a factor of 5 or more on the more traditional I/O intensive workloads. This conclusion (which is somewhat obvious, in hindsight) can be explained by the fact that the network stack processing takes up less than 25% of CPU cycles in case of CPU-intensive VNFs, a much lower share than with I/O-intensive ones. As a result, any overheads in the processing of the kernel network stack have a much smaller performance impact, especially in the case when the connections between the compute-intensive VNFs were persistent (causing lower connection setup/teardown processing in the stack). Furthermore, as we elaborate later (§4), some design decisions in network stacks perform differently for different VNF workloads. These results lead us to the conclusion that there is no one network stack that works for all VNFs, and the design of the optimal network stack is closely tied to the characteristics of the VNF packet processing. Existing research that uses a homogenous set of benchmarks to compare network stack performance will benefit from widening its ambit to include diverse VNFs such as those of the mobile packet core.

Experimenting with the VNFs in the mobile packet core also led us to realize another point of difference between these VNFs and those traditionally used for network stack performance evaluation. Most network functions used in prior work (e.g., NATs) naturally maintain application state at TCP-flow granularity, while the VNFs in the packet core maintain state at the granularity of mobile subscribers. This distinction is important because userspace network stacks scale their performance with increasing load by distributing incoming traffic to CPU cores using the hash of the TCP 4-tuple [26], ensuring that traffic of a TCP connection is processed on the same core throughout the lifetime of a connection [6, 12, 27, 31, 36, 47]. This partitioning of traffic means that the VNFs built on such multicore scalable stacks can also maintain their TCP flow state in per-core local data structures, and eschew locking across CPU cores for the most part. Such optimizations are not possible in the mobile packet core VNFs because the traffic of a mobile subscriber can arrive on any core, requiring locking to access all application state in a multicore VNF. Our preliminary experiments show that if it were possible to isolate the traffic of a mobile subscriber to a single CPU core within the network stack, then the VNF could improve its performance by up to 67%, by eliminating locking overheads when running across multiple CPU cores. Of course, it is very challenging to partition traffic based on mobile subscriber identity within the network stack, as this information is not available in the traditional TCP/IP headers parsed by the network stack. A network stack design that can surmount this challenge can significantly improve performance for the VNFs of the mobile packet core—a requirement that future research in this space should keep in mind. The ability to parse complex headers in programmable hardware [5, 11, 32, 48] can be explored as a possible way to perform VNF-aware packet steering [18] in future stacks.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

VNF Taxonomy. VNFs are software appliances that process network packets destined to end hosts in a network. While some VNFs manipulate packet headers and operate at the network layer (e.g., routers, firewalls, NATs), other VNFs act as transport layer clients/servers and operate at the application layer of the TCP/IP stack. A VNF performs some processing on receiving a packet, and we can classify a VNF as compute (CPU) intensive or I/O intensive based on the amount of processing that needs to be done for each received packet. Further, for VNFs that terminate transport layer endpoints, the VNFs can open a new connection for each request that must
be processed (short connections) or send multiple requests over the same connection (persistent connections). Table 1 categorizes VNFs used in prior work along these dimensions. We see from the table that there are several VNFs that fall under the CPU-intensive category.

**Mobile packet core.** A mobile network has two parts: the radio access network (RAN) consists of the User Equipment (UE) and the base station, and the packet core connects the RAN to external networks. Figure 1 shows the architecture of a 5G network. The control plane of the packet core consists of the Access and Mobility Function (AMF), Session Management Function (SMF), Authentication Service Function (AUSF) and other components that together manage user registration, authentication, session management, handovers, and other signaling procedures. The data plane consists of the User Plane Function (UPF) that routes and forwards encapsulated user traffic. The control plane components communicate with each other over REST-based HTTP interfaces, and the AMF communicates with the base station over SCTP. Therefore, the VNFs in the control plane terminate transport layer endpoints and must run over a TCP/IP network stack.

Among the multiple signaling procedures handled by the control plane of the mobile packet core, we focus on the registration procedure in this paper. When a mobile subscriber wishes to begin a data communication, she must register and authenticate herself with the mobile network. The user’s initial registration request is sent via the base station to the AMF, which in turn communicates with the AUSF and other VNFs to complete the user authentication. Processing of the registration request involves at least two rounds of request/response communication between the AMF and AUSF. Upon receiving a registration request, AMF first obtains the authentication challenge from the AUSF, relays it to the user, and conveys the user’s response back to AUSF again for verification. While we omit a detailed discussion of the registration callflow, it suffices to know that the processing involves cryptographic computations and is reasonably compute-intensive.

![Figure 1: 5G core architecture.](image1)

**Network stacks for NFV.** VNFs that terminate transport layer endpoints must work alongside a network stack that performs TCP/IP processing. VNFs built over the socket interface of the kernel use the kernel’s TCP/IP stack by default, but the kernel’s mechanisms of system calls, interrupts, locking overhead across shared kernel data structures, and dynamic allocation of packet memory, among other things, have been found to be an impediment towards achieving high throughput I/O for such VNFs [46]. While some attempts have been made to fix the bottlenecks in the Linux network stack [25, 36, 41, 53], other attempts have focused on bypassing the kernel altogether and processing packets directly in userspace via packet I/O mechanisms like DPDK [29] and netmap [46]. VNFs using such kernel bypass techniques will receive raw packets, and will have to use a userspace network stack to process the received packets. One of the earliest such stacks, mTCP [31], incorporates optimizations like per-core local TCP/IP data structures and batching to achieve multi-core scalable network stack processing in userspace. While the mTCP processing runs in a separate thread that is colocated with the application thread on each CPU core, TAS (TCP acceleration as a service) [34] proposes running network stack processing on dedicated cores, separate from the application. TAS assigns separate cores to handle the TCP connection setup and teardown on a slow path, and runs the TCP data handling on the fast path. Arrakis [42] and IX [10] seek to eliminate kernel overheads on the datapath of the network stack, and use the virtualization support in network cards to give each application its own slice of the NIC for optimized processing. IX uses a run-to-completion model to perform network stack and application processing in the same thread on a CPU core. Zygos [43] and Shinjuku [33] extend the idea of IX to workloads which have variable-sized requests, and use mechanisms like work-stealing and preemption to balance load across the multiple cores on which the network stack runs, thereby reducing tail latencies of applications. Shenango [39] focuses on I/O intensive workloads and improves CPU efficiency by reducing busy spinning in the network stack via reallocation of CPU across applications at a fine granularity. A survey of the benchmarks used in the evaluation of these stacks indicate that most of them focus on the I/O intensive workloads of Table 1. Our work focuses on evaluating a subset of these network stacks on the CPU-intensive VNFs of the 5G core.

### 3 5G CORE VNF DESIGN

In this section, we describe the architecture and implementation of the 5G core VNFs that are used to benchmark various network stacks (Figure 2). Our implementation builds upon the standards-compliant 5G VNFs obtained from [16, 17]. We focus our attention on AMF and AUSF, which are involved in...
handling a UE’s registration request, and build several variants of these for our experiments. We build emulators for the other VNFs that are not part of our study.

**Load generator.** We use a RAN emulator to pump traffic to the 5G core VNFs. Our RAN emulates the behavior of a configurable set of $K$ concurrent UEs in a closed loop manner, with $K$ being varied to vary the load in our experiments. We only emulate registration requests from the UEs; considering a wider set of signaling procedures is part of future work. The RAN communicates with AMF over an SCTP connection, on which the UE registration requests are sent, after being encapsulated in various 5G-specific protocol headers. We use more than one RAN to saturate AMF capacity in our experiments; in such cases, each RAN uses a separate SCTP connection to the AMF, much like in real-life.

**AMF.** AMF is a multi-threaded VNF with $N$ threads, with each thread pinned to a CPU core and spinning in an event-driven epoll loop. When measuring the performance of AUSF, we chose $N$ to be large enough for AMF to generate enough load to saturate AUSF. UE requests from the RAN arriving over SCTP are distributed to the various AMF cores using RSS. Handling a registration request requires the AMF to send two different HTTP requests to AUSF. Upon first receiving the registration request, AMF requests and obtains an authentication challenge from AUSF. This authentication challenge is sent to the UE via the SCTP connection, and a response from the UE is obtained. This UE response is once again sent to AUSF by AMF to have it verified. Both these HTTP transactions happen over separate TCP connections between AMF and AUSF.

**AMF-Persistent.** In order to generate a workload with a lower overhead of TCP connection setup/teardown, we build a persistent connection variant of AMF that uses a set of long-lived TCP connections to AUSF and reuses the same connection to send multiple authentication requests.

**AMF-Lockless.** To scale network processing across cores, RSS splits traffic to cores using the hash of the TCP 4-tuple, ensuring that traffic of a TCP connection goes to the same core always. As a result, VNFs that maintain state at TCP flow granularity can use a lockfree multicore scalable architecture by storing state within per-core local datastructures. However, AMF and other packet core VNFs maintain state at the granularity of a mobile subscriber. For example, the AMF maintains per-UE registration context for the lifetime of a UE’s registration with the network. This implies that the requests of a UE can be processed at any of the cores of a VNF, requiring the VNF threads to access UE state using a lock for mutual exclusion. In order to understand the potential performance gains of a lockfree AMF design, we build a lockfree variant of AMF, where each of the $N$ AMF threads store UE context in per-core local data structures. To ensure that traffic of a UE arrives at a single core only, we use $N$ different RAN emulators sending traffic on separate connections for a disjoint set of UEs, so that the $N$ AMF threads, each talking to a separate RAN, can safely update UE context without locking. Note that this is not a very practical design for real-life AMFs, unless the underlying network stack is somehow made aware of UE identifiers and splits traffic to cores based on these identifiers. However, we use this AMF variant to help us understand if building such awareness into network stacks is worth the effort in the first place.

**AUSF.** AUSF listens for AMF requests on a HTTP server socket in an event-driven epoll loop and responds to them suitably. Note that each AMF request requires significant CPU computation at the AUSF, measured to be around 300K CPU cycles in our implementation, which is several orders of magnitude higher than that considered in prior work. We use multiple event-driven threads to scale AUSF to multiple cores as required. In addition to an implementation over the kernel epoll API, we also build variants of AUSF that run over the mTCP, TAS and IX network stacks. These network stacks were chosen because they span a wide spectrum of design options in userspace stacks. AUSF over IX executes its request processing in a run-to-completion model. With mTCP, the AUSF processing runs in a separate thread that is co-located with the mTCP thread on the same core. With TAS, AUSF processing runs on a separate core from the network stack processing of TAS. We do not consider other network stacks like Shinjuku and Shenango presently because they are optimized for a heterogeneous request processing workload while our AUSF currently processes only one type of request.

**AUSF-I/O.** In order to reproduce the results of prior work, we also built an I/O intensive variant of AUSF, which does no computation on received requests and echoes back a dummy response. We modify our load generator suitably for such requests and responses. We built variants of this I/O intensive
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Taxonomy of VNFs</th>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td><strong>CPU Intensive</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suricata [22], endRE (WAN optimizer) [4], Nginx [20], Squid [49], BRAS [15], mobile packet core control plane [3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I/O Intensive</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AUSF on the same set of network stacks: the Linux kernel stack, mTCP, IX, and TAS.

4 EVALUATION

For our evaluation, we use two Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v4 @ 2.20GHz servers with 24 cores and 128 GB memory each, connected through Intel 82599ES 10GbE NICs. The RAN emulator and AMF run on one server over the Linux network stack, while the AUSF runs on the other server over different network stacks across experiments. We use the Ubuntu 18.04 with kernel 5.0.0-37 for experiments with the Linux kernel stack, mTCP and TAS, and Ubuntu 14.04 with kernel 4.4.0-142 for IX. For all experiments, we ensure that all VNFs except the one under test have enough CPU and RAM to not become the performance bottleneck. We generate enough load from the load generator to saturate the VNF under test, and measure the throughput (registration requests processed/sec) and end-to-end latency (completion time of the registration procedure) averaged over 300 seconds.

4.1 Network stack comparison

Figure 3 shows the throughput (in terms of number of registration requests processed/sec; we saw no failures) of the compute-intensive AUSF running on a single core, when using different network stacks, as a function of offered load (number of concurrent UEs sending registration traffic). Increasing the offered load beyond 240 concurrent UEs did not increase performance due to CPU saturation at AUSF. We see from the figure that IX performs the best, followed by mTCP, the Linux kernel stack, and TAS. We note that the performance of the Linux network stack is not far off from the more advanced userspace stacks—its throughput is only 23% lower than that of IX at saturation. The latency measurements also show a similar trend. These results show that the Linux kernel stack is not a bad alternative for compute-intensive VNFs like those of the mobile packet core, especially when kernel bypass stacks are harder to setup in shared cloud environments with little control over the networking subsystem. We also repeated this experiment with AUSF running on 2 CPU cores, and verified that AUSF throughput almost doubled, confirming that AUSF has a CPU bottleneck.

We use the profiling tool perf [35] to understand the reasons behind these performance results. Across all stacks, we find that the network stack processing takes less than 25% of CPU cycles, while AUSF consumes most of the CPU. Therefore, any performance gains from the usage of complex network stacks are bound to have a limited impact. Our profiling also explains the somewhat poor performance of TAS. We find that the userspace networking library used by TAS applications (libtas) consumes a lot of CPU cycles for connection context management due to the frequent connection setup and teardown in our workload, starving the VNF of CPU cycles to perform its computations. We also observe that while IX performs well in this experiment, the optimized IX userspace library only supports networking functionality and not other types of I/O. IX uses virtualization support for giving applications a dedicated path to the NIC. Therefore, IX can suffer from poor performance when the application performs system calls for other types of I/O, as well as when applications face an increased number of page faults, as both of these will need to be handled in the kernel via a VM exit [9, 10].

Next, we evaluate the network stacks on an I/O intensive workload, to reproduce the trends from prior work. Figure 4 shows the throughput of all network stacks with the I/O-intensive variant of AUSF. We find that the kernel bypass stacks significantly outperform the Linux kernel stack as reported in prior work, and IX has 5 times higher throughput than the kernel stack. Note that with IX, we exhausted CPU cores at our load generator before IX hit saturation, so our results for the best performing userspace stack are only a lower bound. From our profiling results, we find that system call overhead and other factors slow down the kernel stack as expected. We find that the performance of TAS is limited by the overhead of frequent connection setup and teardown, which are handled on the slow path. The performance of mTCP is lower than that of IX because IX runs both VNF and network stack processing within the same thread in a run-to-completion manner, while the network stack processing in mTCP runs in a separate thread that is co-located on the
same core as the VNF thread. This two threaded model introduces context switch overheads which lowers performance of mTCP slightly as compared to IX.

Next, we use the persistent connection variant of AMF to communicate with the regular CPU-intensive AUSF, and compare the throughput of AUSF across all network stacks. The results are shown in Figure 5. We find that the performance of the Linux network stack and TAS have significantly improved in this case as compared to the previous experiments. TCP connection setup and teardown requires access to shared kernel datastructures in the kernel stack, and is handled on the slowpath in TAS, so the use of persistent connections eliminates this overhead and significantly improves the performance of both these stacks. We find that the performance of mTCP falls slightly due to the complex interaction between the mTCP and VNF threads once again—the mTCP thread is very lightly loaded in the case of persistent connections, and sometimes sleeps for long durations of time, depriving the application thread of enough work.

In summary, the question of which network stack is best is closely tied to the specific VNF workload, and there is no one network stack that works for all cases. Network stacks designed with one set of workloads in mind can perform very differently when subjected to a different type of workload. Our work shows that network stack benchmarks should expand beyond the traditional I/O intensive VNFs and RPC servers, to more real-world VNFs with complex characteristics. The network stack should also be designed in a way that is robust across changes in VNF workload characteristics. As part of future work, we plan to use more 5G core VNFs and a wider set of signaling messages, and test the various network stacks for these diverse set of workloads. We also plan to explore stacks like Shinjuku [33] when we move to testing with signaling procedures with varying processing times.

### 4.2 Lockfree VNF design

Next, we evaluate the impact of building application awareness into the network stack. So far, our experiments have used the regular AMF that stores per-UE context in a global datastructure, which all AMF threads access with locking. We would like to thank the 5G testbed project funded by the Department of Telecommunication (DoT), Government of India, for access to the 5G packet core components.
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